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p>But public pension funds from both countries are direct owners of ACE Cash Express
Inc., the states second-largest payday lender. Its not an illegal agreement, but it certain
boundaries on hypocritical.,This was also the case for the state pension system in
Montana, in accordance with Montana Board of Investments executive manager David
Ewer. In Montana, the most interest rate and fees for loans will be capped so low (36
percent APR) that ACE doesnt have some places from the state.,Even when operating
properly, ACE is included in a pretty controversial enterprise. Supporters of money loans
argue they assist unbanked and non profit workers pay bills that are due on Wednesday

when payday isnt till Friday.,Critics, however, contend that the fees money lenders bill
are usurious and can trap borrowers in a downward debt spiral.
ACEs payday loans, by way of example, have APRs ranging from 65.35% to a 1,409.36
percent. Back in California, in which the UC Board of Regents is an investor in JLL
Partners Fund V, a $200 payday loan from ACE comes with a $35.28 fee and a 459.9%
APR.,In a business perspective, these deals can be brilliant as they are mutually
favorable, have return customers, and the government [is] constantly trying to catch upon
regulation,'' says James Zhang, a former private equity investor who is now an executive
with customer finance education site NerdWallet (which asserts that there are greater loan
choices for your unbanked).online payday loans in louisiana Neither did a spokesman
for the New York State Teachers Retirement System. Other states that have public
pensions investments in JLL Partners Fund V include Colorado and Missouri (payday
lending is valid in both states). ,'' UPDATE: We talked with JLLs Frank Rodriguez soon
after publication (he had not seen the narrative ). He stressed that one reason JLL was
originally familiar with ACE was that the company didn't try and surreptitiously do
business at which it wasnt enabled (there were accusations that other payday lenders've
still tried becoming these conditions via affiliate platforms).
He said he wouldn't assume to know payday loans are illegal in certain locations, when
asked if he had some concerns that JLL funded the deal via money from countries that
deem lending to become dishonest. But maybe not if you've got a moral compass.
Envision teachers in low-income areas learning that theyre funding a company that
profits from the backs of their students or their students parents.,JLL Partners didn't
return numerous requests for comment.
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